
Without ongoing support, outdated Windows® mobile 
operating systems are now vulnerable to security risks, 
viruses, hacking and malware. Zebra has made Android 
secure for the enterprise environment.

Federal agencies are managing significant inventories.

Do you have the visibility and 
productivity enhancing tools you need?

Federal civilian agencies 
occupy 90 million square 
feet of warehouse space, 
comprising approximately 

19,000 buildings.3 

The Department of  
Defense has more than 
$2.6 trillion in assets  
at more than 5,000  
facilities worldwide.1

The pandemic has  
highlighted the importance 
of the Strategic National 
Stockpile of supplies and 

equipment stored in secret 
warehouses around the U.S.2 
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Legacy mobile devices
Not up to the security risks  
governments face

Zebra Android devices include a whole suite of Mobility 
DNA applications that are up to the challenges of today’s 
real-time government warehouse – to help secure, 
speed and streamline operations.

Zebra Android devices
Secure data, accelerate  
processes and simplify operations

40% faster data entry and 60% fewer errors  
with touch screen4

Fast charging, hot swap batteries
keep devices running

Readily available replacement parts help  
maintain business continuity

Slash training time with a user interface  
that’s already familiar to workers
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Learn how you can streamline your warehouse 
operations with Zebra Android devices.  

zebra.com/android-in-the-warehouse

Slower task completion; Less intuitive,  
green screen push-button devices

Battery change prompts cold reboot  
that creates downtime, lost productivity

Lack of replacement parts leads to  
retired devices and slower operations

Longer training cycles due to a slow, unfamiliar 
interface and cumbersome navigation
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